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Sullivan's Foods and the Meat Departments are all gearing up for a TRUCKLOAD 

MEAT SALE. The date is Friday, October 2. Although it will not be as large as a typically 

year, it will be larger than the mini-meat sales that we have had since COVID started. Meat prices 

are stable, and we are looking forward to a good sale.   

PRODUCE DEPARTMENT sales have been escalating. We have seen some 

increases in this department. Great Job to all!  Deann VanZuiden, Produce Specialist, states that 

she is working with Terrapin Orchard out of Elizabeth, IL to provide the stores with local Honey 

Crisp Apples. Again, we remind all that it is fall season and to incorporate caramel, apple cider 

etc. into your apple displays. Stores associated with the Michigan Apple growers will again 

participate in the annual decorating contest.  

KEWANEE store has continued to excel with a 17% increase in the Bakery Department 

Sales and 19.8% in the Deli Sales. WAY to go!    

Also, would like to compliment the BAKERY DEPARTMENT IN 

MARENGO with a 19% increase this past week.   

There are PUMPKINS in the warehouse this week, and we should expect to see some of 

these in the stores.   

Our company has had just a handful of positive COVID cases. We believe that the masks 

and social distancing are working in our stores. The cases that we have had, have been primarily 

from outside the store, to date we hear that most of our associates are taking breaks alone 

outside or in their cars. As the weather gets colder it is going to get more difficult, but we ask you 

again to remember you can take a break on a box in the back room, if your break room is tight or 

filling up with other associates. 

Please see attached information on mandated online safety courses.  

Thank you all and have a Great Week! 

Kathy Christensen 

https://www.sullivansfoods.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Online-Safety-Training-2020.pdf
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